
 

 

Care Reflection – No Person Left Behind 
  
I am continually surprised by the breadth of what “care ministry” means within our church 
family.  Having both witnessed and personally experienced that our church membership has a 
“heart” for tenderly coming alongside one another I can attest that we do not limit “care” to 
those who are elected to the Care Teams - we do not have a mentality that “it is someone else’s 
job” to extend care nor do we expect recognition.  The quickness of individuals to identify a 
need and take action is a core part of who we continue to be as a church family. 
 
 The steadfastness towards brothers and sisters in need - through both long and short 
years is astonishing along with the seemingly infinite number of ways that we care for others: a 
sincere, quiet “How are you doing?” - with complete attention to the answer; baking, literally, 
hundreds of cookies for memorial services year after year for both people we have known and 
strangers; providing a respite for those giving long term care to family members; visiting those 
who cannot get out; tenaciously praying for someone who is under duress - sometimes for 
years; organizing rides to health providers for a single person diagnosed with cancer; bringing 
dinners to people in crises; calling or texting to see how someone is doing; traveling to help 
“downtown” or thousands of miles away - just a few that I have witnessed our members 
participate in. 
 
 Perhaps the most extraordinary surprise is this church’s sort of “No person left behind” 
mentality such that we do not let older members from one or more generations ago (people 
most don’t know even exist) simply “fade away” - there is a care group actively engaging with 
them; keeping informed of how they are doing and praying for them. 
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